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Abstract
Biomass of the cyanobacteria Arthrospira (Spirulina) Maxima is of high nutritional value and is
considered a high value product. It is generally sold in a spray dried form where some of its nutrients
have been broken down. This thesis has investigated the possibility of having a household scale
Spirulina cultivation within a home in Sweden. Productivity with and without supplement
illumination was studied in a 35 L flatplate bioreactor from January to May. Safety of the produced
biomass in terms of chemical and microbiological factors was examined. As a possible way of making
the production more sustainable, the Spirulina cultivation could be integrated in a household urine
treatment facility. Urine is a concentrated solution with most of the relevant substances for
cultivation, and at the same time a problem in today’s waste water treatment plants because of
residual pharmaceutical substances. In a collaboration with Teknikmarknad an ozone treatment
protocol of pharmaceutical-spiked urine (spiked with diclofenac and carbamazepin) was tested and
the effects on nutrients and the pharmaceuticals were analyzed. Parallel cultivations were conducted
where the nitrogen in the media was replaced by untreated urine, treated urine and urea.
The highest measured productivity was 0.067 gL-1d-1 or 4.34 gm-2d-1 in the flatplate bioreactors with
780 µmol m-2s-1 of supplementary red LED illumination. Without supplementary illumination the
highest productivity was 0.014 gL-1d-1 or 0.9 gm-2d-1. No significant correlation between natural
illumination and growth was found. The produced biomass was deemed microbiologically safe, but
showed a high concentration of lead (4.6 mg/kg wet weight). The source was suspected to be the
reagents used in the medium or the equipment, but this was not verified.
Ozone treatment degraded 99.998% of the added carbamazepin and 99.0% of diclofenac but had
little effect on the studied nutrients. Spirulina grew faster on urine compared to nitrate of the tested
concentration and had a higher biomass yield per nitrogen. There was no significant difference
between untreated urine, treated urine and urea.
It is concluded that a cultivation of household scale is possible in Sweden, but it is suggested that
further optimization is done to the reactor system as well as the production strain. Higher
productivities should be achievable with an optimized system.
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Abstrakt
Biomassa av cyanobakterien Arthrospira (Spirulina) Maxima har exceptionellt högt näringsvärde och
är en högvärdesprodukt. Ofta säljs Spirulina som en spraytorkad produkt där en del av
näringsämnena har brutits ned i processen. Denna rapport undersöker möjligheterna att odla
Spirulina i en hushållsskala i ett hem i Sverige. Produktivitet med och utan extra belysning studerades
vid odling i en 35 L flatplate fotobioreaktor under perioden januari till maj. Säkerheten av den
producerade biomassan undersöktes genom kemiska och mikrobiologiska analyser. Som en möjlighet
att göra produktionen mer hållbar undersöktes integrering av en Spirulinaodling i ett
urinreningssystem dimensionerat för ett hushåll. Mänskligt urin är en koncentrerad lösning av
växtnäringsämnen och har därför stor potential som mediumingrediens. Urin utgör också ett
problem i dagens reningsverk på grund av dess innehåll av restprodukter från läkemedel som
passerat genom kroppen. I ett samarbete med Teknikmarknad testades en process för
ozonbehandling av urin med tillsatta halter av läkemedel (karbamazepin och diklofenak). Parallella
odlingar där kvävekällan i mediet bytts ut mot obehandlat urin, behandlat urin och urea jämfördes
för att undersöka hur behandlingen påverkat näringsämnena.
Den högsta produktiviteten under försöken var 0,067 gL-1d-1 eller 4,34 gm-2d-1 i bioreaktorerna då
artificiell belysning med rött LED-ljus av intensiteten 780 µmol m-2s-1 användes. Vid odling utan
artificiell belysning uppmättes en produktivitet på 0,014 gL-1d-1 eller 0,9 gm-2d-1. Ingen statistiskt
signifikant korrelation mellan naturligt ljus och tillväxt kunde fastställas. Den producerade biomassan
bedömdes mikrobiologiskt säker men innehöll förhöjda halter av bly (4,6 mg/kg våtvikt). Källan
misstänktes vara reagenserna i mediet eller utrustningen, men detta kunde inte fastställas.
Ozonbehandlingen av den läkemedelsspikade urinen bröt ned karbamazepin till 99,998% och
diklofenak till 99,0%, men hade endast liten effekt på de resterna komponenterna. Spirulina växte
fortare på urin jämfört med nitrat vid den undersökta koncentrationen och hade högre utbyte av
biomassa per gram kväve. Det fanns ingen signifikant skillnad i tillväxthastighet mellan odlingarna på
obehandlat urin, behandlat urin och urea.
Odling av Spirulina i hushållsskala bedöms möjlig i Sverige, men vidare optimering av systemet samt
produktionsstammen är att rekommendera.
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1. Introduction
The filamentous cyanobacteria Spirulina has outstanding nutritional properties (Gershwin & Belay,
2008) and is sold as a dietary supplement with increasing global production and sales (Posten &
Walter, 2012b). Currently there is no Spirulina production in Sweden. This thesis will investigate if a
domestic production would be possible. The focus of the thesis has been on a household scale
production that could provide one or a few individuals with high quality Spirulina biomass.
Theoretically a photobioreactor could be placed within a home and be maintained with limited
biotechnological knowledge as Spirulina grows at an extreme pH which prevents contamination. The
produced unprocessed biomass should have a higher quality than the commercially available dried
product.
A household production of Spirulina biomass might be a future way of locally producing a resource
effective food or dietary supplement. A step to make the production more sustainable and at the
same time solve an increasing problem in modern day society would be to integrate the production
with a household urine treatment system. Pharmaceutical residues in waste water is a growing
problem with no current working solution (Heberer, 2002). One possible future solution would be to
separate the urine from the rest of the waste water in an upstream solution. Urine contains most of
the fertilizing compounds in waste water (Larsen & Gujer, 1996) as well as the majority of the
pharmaceutical residues excreted from a person (Ronteltap, Maurer, & Gujer, 2007). If urine could
be collected separately from the rest of the waste water it would allow a more effective treatment of
pharmaceutical residues and at the same time make utilization of urine as a fertilizer possible.
Treatment with ozone has shown promising results in degrading pharmaceuticals (Ternes et al.,
2003), but no studies have been done investigating the effects of ozone treatment on the fertilizing
potential of urine. Hopefully ozone treated urine could be used to replace some of the ingredients in
the growth medium of Spirulina, thereby making the production more sustainable.
1.1 Aim
The aims of this thesis was to measure the growth and productivity of Spirulina cultivated for human
consumption under Swedish conditions in a household scale bioreactor with conventional and urine
based growth medium, and to evaluate the safety and quality of the resulting biomass.
1.2 Hypothesis and strategy
The hypothesis was that the productivity in the flatplate reactors would be high enough to provide
one or several people with Spirulina biomass as a dietary supplement. The growth of Spirulina should
be coupled to the illumination of the reactor. In order to evaluate productivity and growth in the
proposed household setting several cultivations in a 35 L flatplate bioreactor were conducted. As the
Swedish winter and spring are dark, light limitation would occur if supplementary illumination is not
supplied. The output in combination with illumination data from natural illumination and a
supplementary LED lamp was analyzed for their effect on growth.
In literature the high pH in a Spirulina cultivation is deemed sufficient to prevent growth of harmful
bacteria and other microorganisms (Baum, 2013; Jourdan, 2001). Microbiological safety was assessed
using standard procedure for the food industry in a third party laboratory. As microalgae tend to
accumulate heavy metals, if present in the environment, the concentration of these were also
assessed.
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Urine has potential as a fertilizer and ingredient in microalgal growth medium. However, as it
contains pharmaceutical residues, which is an increasing problem, a treatment to remove these are
necessary. The ozone treatment as conducted by Teknikmarknad has proven effective in degrading
pharmaceuticals, but it’s effect on the fertilizing compounds has not been studied. It is expected that
some of the fertilizing compounds will be lost or degraded in the process. Urine treatment and
analysis of nutrients as well as the reduction of pharmaceutical contaminants was done by spiking
collected human urine with two pharmaceutical substances and then treating the urine in a proposed
ozone treament. Samples were taken throughout the process and analyzed. The effect on nutrients
important for algal growth was then investigated by replacing nitrogen in the growth media by
untreated (and unspiked) urine, treated urine and urea – the main nitrogen containing compound of
urine.
1.3 Delimitations
The following delimitations applied to the thesis:









Only one strain of Spirulina (A. Maxima) was investigated.
Large scale cultivations were conducted in 35 L flat plate reactors, design of the bioreactor
was outside the scope of this thesis.
Large scale cultivations were kept inside, close to a south-facing window, as outside
temperatures in Sweden are not favorable for Spirulina growth.
Some analyses were conducted by a third-party lab as time and equipment to conduct all
tests were not available.
A “kitchen-grade” hygiene and sterile methods were used as this applies to the proposed use
of the system.
Medium optimization was outside the scope of the thesis.
No optimization of the ozone treatment system for urine was made
Only degradation of two main pharmaceutical substances were studied in the ozone
treatment. The degradation products of these substances were not studied or measured in
any way.

2. Background
2.0.1 What is Spirulina
What is commonly called Spirulina are
filamentous cyanobacteria of the two genera
Spirulina and Arthrospira, which together
consist of about 15 different species. The name
comes from the characteristic spiral or helical
shape of the filaments or trichomes, seen in
Figure 1. Like all cyanobacteria, it is able to
photosynthesize and thereby fix carbon dioxide
with the energy from sunlight (FAO et al., 2008).
In this report only the Arthrospira species are
referred to as Spirulina as this is the most
Figure 1, A. Maxima trichomes under 100x magnification
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researched and most common genus in production. Specifically the species Arthrospira Maxima and
Arhtrospira Platensis are used in mass production (FAO et al., 2008).
Spirulina is naturally occurring in alkaline lakes in Africa, Mexico and Burma. This cyanobacteria has a
long tradition of cultivation for human consumption in Africa and Mexico, and was rediscovered by
the Belgian Leonard in 1966 in Lake Chad. Since its rediscovery Spirulina has been extensively
researched and found to have high nutritional value (Converti, Scapazzoni, Lodi, & Carvalho, 2006;
Posten & Walter, 2012a).
A unique trait of Spirulina is its alkalophilic nature, meaning that it grows well in a high-pH
environment. There is no consensus of its optimal pH, but it is around pH 9-10.5 (Çelekli,
Yavuzatmaca, & Bozkurt, 2009). Such a unique pH preference makes it possible to cultivate it where
only limited sterility can be maintained. The industrial production of Spirulina is growing and
increasing in economical importance(Posten & Walter, 2012b), in 2006 the global production of
Spirulina was 3 000 tons dry weight (Posten & Walter, 2012a). Currently all Spirulina production is
carried out in open ponds, but it is likely that Spirulina and other algae will be cultivated in more
controlled closed systems in the future (Avigad Vonshak, 1997).
2.0.2 Food of the future?
Spirulina is praised for its high nutritional value, and many studies have been conducted confirming
positive effects from regular consumption of the cyanobacteria as a nutritional supplement. Its high
protein content (up to 65%), antioxidants, vitamin A, iron and gamma-linoleic acid content has made
it known as a “super food” (Gershwin & Belay, 2008; Henrikson, 2010).
Algae in general far surpass terrestrial plants in regards to resource utilization and productivity.
Microalgae (unicellular photosynthesizing marine organisms) produce 5 times the biomass per area
and unit time compared to crops, and can utilize the solar energy much more efficiently.
Theoretically up to 10% of the solar energy can be converted to chemical energy in microalgae,
compared to 1.5% in terrestrial energy crops (Posten & Walter, 2012b). The difference is largely due
to the unicellular nature of the microalgae which in practice means every single cell of microalgal
biomass is photosynthesizing whereas only a small fraction is in a complex multicellular terrestrial
plant.
Fresh Spirulina biomass has superior quality and taste compared to the spray dried product, but has
shorter shelf life (Baum, 2013). A high value product could be supplied if a bioreactor could be placed
close to the end consumer. One way of accomplishing this is to place the bioreactor within a
household. A closed and automated bioreactor could be a fun and decorative piece of furniture and
at the same time provide the residents with nutritious dietary supplement. As Spirulina filaments are
longer than most other microorganisms (50-500 µm, (FAO et al., 2008)) it is easily harvested by
filtrating the medium through a fine-mesh cloth.
2.0.3 Algae growth kinetics
As most unicellular organisms Spirulina grows exponentially if all conditions are favorable. A. Maxima
and A. Platensis can grow both phototrophically (using carbon dioxide and light energy) and
heterotrophically (using an organic carbon source such as glucose)(Avigad Vonshak, 1997). This thesis
was focused solely on phototrophic cultivation.
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There are some differences concerning phototrophic growth compared to a heterotrophic cultivation.
In a heterotrophic cultivation the limiting factor for growth is usually one of the nutrients, most
commonly carbon or nitrogen. While that might still be true in a phototrophic cultivation, there is
also the possibility of light limitation. Generally the specific growth µ (d-1) is related to illumination by
monod-kinetics, just as most other nutrients (Wang, Fu, & Liu, 2007). However, this is in an ideal case
where there is no self shading in the culture (only possible in theory or in a very dilute and shallow
culture). Self shading is a phenomenon where cells at the surface of the cultivation shade the cells
further inside the reactor. This is a problem in dense cultures as it severely limits the amount of light
the cells are exposed to. Light penetration in a microalgal culture approximately follows Beer’s law,
leading to exponentially decreasing light intensity as the path length increases. In a thick cultures this
causes the growth pattern to change from exponential to linear as only the cells close to the surface
are able to photosynthesize. This means that what is setting the growth rate is the size of the
illuminated surface, and not the number of cells (Fogg & Thake, 1987). Effectively this means that
apart from the growth phases seen in regular fermentation there is usually a linear growth phase
between exponential growth and stationary phase, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2, The different phases of phototrophic cultivation. Note the long linear phase, a result of light limitation.

Another notable feature in microalgal cultivation is the successive pH increase due to bicarbonate
and nitrate metabolism. The nitrate metabolism requires an influx of protons, leading to a rise in pH
(Scherholz & Curtis, 2013). When bicarbonate (HCO3-) is taken up from the medium and CO2 is fixated,
OH is released and accumulated (Richmond & Hu, 2013, pp. 125-126). However, this mechanism
giving a rise in pH is complex, as carbonate and bicarbonate is in equilibrium with dissolved carbon
dioxide which in turn is in equilibrium with the carbon dioxide in the air used for culture aeration.
Unfortunately this makes any calculation converting the pH increase to growth impossible in all but
the most well-defined set-up.
2.1 Cultivation in flatplate reactors
The possibility of cultivating algae in Sweden is interesting and microalgae are currently researched
in many Swedish universities (Albers, 2012). However, only a few companies have taken their ideas
to full industrial scale production. Two notable examples are Simris Alg and AstaReal (Albers, 2012).
AstaReal is cultivating the microalgae Haematococcus pluviailis using artificial light in order to
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produce the pigment astaxanthin, used as a dietary supplement and as an ingredient in food or feed
products (Lignell, 2014). Simris Alg AB has reconstructed a greenhouse to harbor an algae cultivation.
The company uses sunlight to cultivate microalgae in order to produce omega-3 oil (Joelsson, 2013).
As mentioned, a Spirulina cultivation in a household would be an interesting way of putting a source
of superior nutrition within the walls of a home. As outside cultivation would not be possible in
Sweden because of the low temperatures, only set-ups allowing an inside culture was considered. A
photobioreactor design that would fit and capture light falling in from for example the windows, is
the flatplate bioreactor. In this design the reactor is a rectangular cuboid with its largest face directed
towards the window. While many possible constructions could work in the setting, the bioreactor
design was out of the scope of this thesis.
To use sunlight for algae cultivation is interesting from an environmental point of view. However, as
the sunlight in Sweden varies a lot during the year, it might not be possible to achieve high
productivities without supplementary illumination. Red wavelength are the most energy efficient in
this application (Wang et al., 2007). Artificial illumination should help extend the cultivation period
under natural conditions which is March to October in Sweden (Legrand & Olofsson, 2011).
2.2 Safety and quality issues
2.2.1 Bacterial contamination
Many Spirulina producers grow the cyanobacteria
Table 1, Microbiological parameters tested at Earthrise
in open ponds, where contamination by bacteria
Farms, a US Spirulina producer(Henrikson, 2010, p. 159)
is likely if not unavoidable. However, the high pH
Microorganism
Max value
environment of the cultivation, combined with
Total plate count
200 000 CFU/g
the absence of organic carbon, prevents many
Mold
100 CFU/g
harmful bacteria from growing in the cultivation
Yeast
40 CFU/g
(Baum, 2013). As Spirulina is sold as food or a
Coliform bacteria
negative
food supplement, rules regarding the microbial
Salmonella
negative
safety are strict. European Union regulations EC
Staphylococcus
negative
2073/2005 and EC 1441/2007 set up rules and
requirements regarding microbial safety in food. It
is the producers responsibility to control and test the production. Sampling and testing regimes are
set by the producer in a way that guarantees safety. The National Food Agency of Sweden
(Livsmedelsverket) is responsible for control and evaluation of the producer (Livsmedelsverket, 2014).
No specific microbial criteria exist for microalgae, but edible microalgae are classified as a “vegetable
or vegetable product” by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) classification system FoodEx2,
and should follow the applicable rules and regulations (EFSA, 2014). Tests required for ready-to-eat
vegetables are Salmonella (absence in 25g), Listeria (absent in 25 g) and E.coli (100 CFU/g) (EU,
2007). However, as the safety of the product is the producer’s responsibility a more extensive
microbiological test should be conducted. The controlled microorganisms at Spirulina producer
Earthrise farms is listed Table 1.
2.2.2 Algal contamination
In outdoor culture of microalgae there is usually a possibility of contamination by other algae. As
sterility is difficult to maintain in industrial production, conditions that favor the growth of the
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wanted microalgae and inhibit the growth of other microorganisms are usually sought after and
implemented. Such conditions might be medium composition, light intensity, temperature or pH
(Mitchell & Richmond, 1987).
As Spirulina is grown in a high pH environment with high bicarbonate concentration it is less prone to
contamination than cultures grown under more neutral conditions. However, the possibility of
contamination still exists. Some of the most likely contaminants are Chlorella spp., Oocystis spp.,
Anabaena spp. and Monoraphidium minute (Andersen, 2005, p. 215; Mitchell & Richmond, 1987).
Contamination by ciliates is also common when cell debris from lysed Spirulina occur in the
cultivation (Andersen, 2005, pp. 215-216).
Contamination by toxin producing algae and cyanobacteria is a risk in any Spirulina cultivation. While
the probability of contamination by such a species might be low, the consequences if they do grow in
the culture are severe, and Spirulina producer Earthrise farms screen every batch for cyanobacterial
toxins (Shimamatsu, 2004). Among the toxic species that potentially could contaminate a high pH
cultivation of Spirulina are Microcystis sp., Anabaena sp., Anabaenopsis Arnoldii, Synechococcus sp.,
Aphanocapsa sp., Phormidium sp.(Carmichael & Li, 2006; Chang et al., 2013; de Poix, 2014; Jourdan,
2001; Lopez-Archilla, Moreira, Lopez-Garcia, & Guerrero, 2004; Somdee, Kaewsan, & Somdee, 2013;
Teneva, Dzhambazov, Koleva, Mladenov, & Schirmer, 2005). A few of these species are seen in Figure
3. Screening for these species should be conducted regularly, at least once per year as recommended
by Jourdan (Jourdan, 2001), sponsor of the federation of Spirulina farmers in France “Fédération des
Spiruliniers de France”.

Figure 3, Pictures of some of the toxic and potentially contaminating microalgae. A) Microcystis B) Aphanocapsa
C)Anabaena D)Synechococcus. All pictures under the creative commons license or in the public domain. Authors:
A)Kristian Peter via Wikimedia, B)Irina Olenina via Nordicmicroalgae.org C) EPA via Wikimedia D)Masur via Wikimedia

A number of different strategies exists to combat contamination by different microorganisms.
Usually a specific condition is changed, exploiting a situation where Spirulina has a faster growth or
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higher tolerance than the competing species. An example is using pulses of 1 to 2 mM ammonia in
the medium followed by a 30% dilution of the culture in a Chlorella contaminated Spirulina culture.
This exploits the higher ammonia tolerance of Spirulina compared to Chlorella(Andersen, 2005).
High cell densities are crucial when maintaining a monoalgal culture. Experiments have shown that
when Spirulina cultures contaminated with Chlorella were kept at high bicarbonate concentrations
Chlorella cells gradually decreased and eventually disappeared. However, this only occurred if the
Spirulina population was dense enough. Possible reasons for this were concluded to be some
antibiotic effect of the Spirulina population on Chlorella, or the smaller amount of light in a denser
culture might have given Spirulina an advantage (A. Vonshak, Boussiba, Abeliovich, & Richmond,
1983).
2.2.3 Heavy metals
Heavy metals are a concern in any microalgae cultivation, as the cells readily absorb heavy metals
from the medium, if present. Microalgae have even been used to remove heavy metals from
contaminated water (Richmond & Hu, 2013, p. 606). Maximum amounts of lead, cadmium and
mercury are regulated by the EU directive EC 1881/2006. For a dietary supplement with algal origin
the allowed amounts are 3 mg/kg, 3 mg/kg and 0.1 mg/kg respectively (EU, 2006).
2.3 Utilizing the fertilizing potential of urine
2.3.1 Turning a problem into an asset
Urine is an excellent source of nutrition for agriculture and algae cultivation. Human urine would be a
readily available resource considering a future scenario where Spirulina is grown in an urban
environment. Urine represents a small but concentrated source of nutrients released to the waste
water and account for over 80% of nitrogen, 50% of phosphorous and 90% of potassium in the waste
water (Larsen & Gujer, 1996; Pronk, Palmquist, Biebow, & Boller, 2006).
Spirulina has been successfully cultivated on both pig waste and domestic waste water, with addition
of a few medium components (Avigad Vonshak, 1997, pp. 159-166). Cultivation of A.Platensis on
synthetic human urine (12 ml urine/L medium) supplemented with carbonate/bicarbonate and
microelements has indicated that human urine would be a suitable nutrient source for Spirulina
cultivation (Yang, Liu, Li, Yu, & Yu, 2008).
As seen in Table 2 human urine is very rich in important nutrients. Summarized in Table 4 are the
major constituents of human urine. The ratio of nitrogen and phosphorous is in the same range as
many medium recipes, as seen in Table 3. This is an important parameter in microalgae cultivation
(Richmond & Hu, 2013, pp. 130-131), and it is very promising that the composition of urine is close to
the cultivation media. Nutrient ratios are frequently compared to the Redfield ratio, 106C:16N:1P by
moles or 41C:7N:1P by mass, which is considered a general estimate for optimal microalgal growth.
However, the preferred ratio of a microalgae might indeed be very different from this (Richmond &
Hu, 2013, p. 131 & 584).
However, human urine is not entirely free from contaminants. An important pollutant is
pharmaceuticals and their metabolites. An assay found that on average 64% of indigested
pharmaceuticals are excreted via the urine (Ronteltap et al., 2007), while other sources quote an
even higher percentage, up to 80% (Andersson, Berg, Bäcklund, Laike, & Simonsson, 2011).
Pharmaceuticals in the waste water is an important environmental problem, especially for the
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aquatic ecosystem. Residual concentrations of more than 80 different pharmaceutical compounds
have been detected in aquatic environments (Heberer, 2002). Concentrations in waste water of the
pharmaceutical diclofenac has been shown to give chronic effects in fish (Kümmerer, 2009). A
Swedish research group recently proved altered social behavior of European Perch due to exposure
to anti-depressant drugs, such as diclofenac, in the waste water(Karlsson-Ottoson, 2013).
Table 4, the 10 major components of urine and
their concentration in human urine. Summarized from
(Putnam, 1971; Yang et al., 2008)

Substance
Urea
Sodium chloride
Potassium
Creatinine
Sulphate
Creatine
Phosphate
Hippuric acid
Uric acid
Ammonia

Approximate
concentration (g/L)
13
8
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1
0.85
0.50
0.44

Table 2, Concentration of total nitrogen, phosphorous and sulfurin
human urine.(Larsen & Gujer, 1996)

Element
Nitrogen
Phosphorous
Sulfur

Approximate
concentration (g/L)
9.2
1.0
1.0

Table 3, Nitrogen and Phosphorous ratios by mass in Baum
medium (Baum, 2013), Zarroucks medium (Pandey, Tiwari, & Mishra,
2010) and urine.

Medium/substance
Baum medium
Zarroucks medium
Urine
Redfield ratio

N:P ratio (by mass)
13:1
5:1
9:1
7:1

Pharmaceuticals are not treated or purified in Sweden’s waste water treatment plants today. While
this is a future priority the plants are not built for this kind of purification, as the focus has
traditionally been on fertilizing compounds (Boman, 2014). The European Union has put diclofenac
and two other pharmaceutical compounds on its watch list for presence in the surface water within
the union. The member states are to gather data for restrictive legislation to be applied in 2018 (EU,
2013).
Ozone treatment has been proven to be a very effective method of oxidizing pharmaceuticals, both
in drinking water and waste water treatment plants (Ternes et al., 2003). Principally two modes of
oxidation by O3 is possible, either directly by the O3 molecule or via the radical HO* which is
produced when ozone reacts with water (Antoniou et al., 2013). The kinetics of the removal process
can be described by Eq. 1 below where [S] and [S0] are the concentrations of a substance at time t
and zero respectively, kO3 and k*OH are the second order rate constants of the oxidation reaction
(Hollender et al., 2009).
Eq. 1

Furthermore, ozone treatment is an disinfecting step in sequential purification schemes considered
by drinking water purification plants for its effectiveness against both microorganisms and viruses
(Shannon et al., 2008).
Separating urine from the rest of the wastewater in an upstream solution reduces the cost of water
purification, enables nutrients to be recovered from the urine and produces a more suitable urine-
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free wastewater for bio-treatment (Andersson et al., 2011; Pronk et al., 2006; Ronteltap et al., 2007).
As oxidation of pharmaceuticals by ozone is concentration dependent, an upstream solution where
urine is separated from the rest of the waste water would be more effective. Furthermore, a
decentralized system for waste water treatment can be more economical in certain applications (G.
Chung et al., 2008).
However, the fate of the different components of urine under ozone treatment has not been
extensively studied. One of the simpler reactions, the oxidation reaction of ammonia with ozone is
shown in Eq. 2. As urine is composed of many different components with different reaction
constants it is difficult to assess exactly what substances will be present after the ozone treatment
process. Hopefully the different components will remain in a form that Spirulina can take up and
metabolize.
Eq. 2 (Haag, Hoigné, & Bader, 1984)
An upstream separation and ozone treatment of urine could allow collection and treatment of urine
to be used as a component in Spirulina cultivation media. This is a very interesting application as it
makes the Spirulina production more environmentally sustainable while at the same time eliminating
costs related to waste water purification.

3. Methods
3.0 General project description
The thesis project spanned 20 weeks which included both a literature study and practical
experiments. As optimal cultivation procedures for growing Arthrospira were not known at the start
of the project, many auxiliary experiments had to be conducted in addition to the cultivations
needed to meet the aims of the project. The experiments can be divided into three subgroups;





Cultivation – All experiments concerning cultivation of A. Maxima with the aim of measuring
productivity in the 35 L flatplate bioreactors, auxiliary experiments include investigating how
shearforces from bubbles and pumps affect the cells.
Safety and quality – all experiments regarding the microbiological and chemical safety of the
biomass as well as the quality in terms of nutritional parameters.
Urine treatment and utilization– all experiments involving collection, ozone treatment and
analysis of human urine as well as how it can be used to replace medium components in the
cultivation medium.

3.1 Cultivation of A. Maxima
3.1.1 Strain
The strain used in the experiments was A. Maxima CCAP 1475/9 from Culture Collection of Algae and
Protozoa at the Scottish Marine Institute. The origin of the strain is Lake Tchad where it was isolated
1963.
3.1.2 Medium
The medium used is that of Algae Labs’s Dr. Baum
(Baum, 2013), called Baum-medium in this report,
ingredients shown in Table 5. However as the work with

Table 5, Composition of Baum-medium.

Substance
NaHCO3
KNO3
Sea salt
NH4H2PO4
FeSO4
Citric acid

Amount (g/L)
16
2
1
0.1
0.01
0.02
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this thesis progressed, the lack of sulfur in the medium was thought to cause suboptimal growing
conditions. Therefore 1 g/L of potassium sulfate was added to the subsequent cultivations, as this
component and concentration is present in Zarrouk’s medium (Pandey et al., 2010) and Schlösser
medium (Schlösser & Pflanzenphysiologisches Institut Sammlung von Algenkulturen, 1994), both
used for cultivating Spirulina. All experiments taking place after 24th of March had sulfate added to
the medium. This includes run 2A, 2B and all of the parallel cultivations where urine was used as a
nitrogen source in the medium.
Baum-medium is a simple medium compared to what is generally used for cyanobacteria cultivation.
Only iron is supplied as a micronutrient, the rest of the necessary microelements is generally
provided by the tap water. As municipal tap water was used it had to be dechlorinated which was
done using a carbon filter. However, it is not confirmed that Baum-medium contains all necessary
substances for maximum growth and productivity, but optimizing it (apart from adding sulfur) was
not part of this thesis.
Sterility and sanitation were kept at a level achievable in a home, meaning no autoclaving or UV
treatment was possible. However, food-grade disinfectant and boiling water was used frequently.
This approach was chosen as the intended application of the cultivation is maintenance by nonexperts within a household. If contamination occurred, this too would be a valuable result.
3.1.3 Inoculum cultivation
Inoculum cultivations were grown using Baum-medium in water baths at 30 °C under continuous red
illumination of 100-300 µmol m-2 s-1. Stirring and aeration by air bubbling. Backup cultures were kept
at KTH in sterile Erlenmeyer flasks at a shaking table under white illumination.

Figure 4, The parallel 35 L flatplate photobioreactors used in the household scale cultivations.
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3.1.4 Cultivation in flatplate reactors
Two flatplate reactors, see Figure 4 for picture or Appendix for schematic, with a volume of 35 L and
the inner dimensions 65x570x985 mm were placed side by side in a south-facing window at ÅF
headquarters in Stockholm. A summary of the five runs made in these reactors is shown in Table 6
and Figure 5. The cultures were heated to 30 °C but had no cooling system. In run 2B, where no
artificial illumination was used, heating was turned on 13 hours per day during the light hours of the
day. As no photosynthetic activity is possible in the dark, this should give optimal biomass
production(Avigad Vonshak, 1997, p. 87). For cultivations 0, 1A and 1B both heating and LED
illumination was turned on for 12 hours per day. In run 2A which was continuously illuminated,
heating was on permanently. Illumination with red LEDs at the wavelengths 620, 630, 640 and 650
nm at the lower part of the reactor was used as indicated in Table 6. Light intensity from the LEDs
was measured to 780 µmol m-2 s-1 at maximum setting on the inside of the glass plate of the reactor.
Stirring was by aeration from a diffuser in the bottom of the reactor which caused the liquid to
circulate. As the exact behavior of Spirulina in phototrophic cultivation was not known run 1A was
inoculated with a too high cell density to support growth. Therefore a lower inoculum was used for
run 1B and the subsequent cultivations.
Table 6, Summary of runs in flatplate bioreactors. A and B indicates which reactor was used.

Run name
0
1A
1B
2A
2B

Period of run
30/1-7/2
12-27/2
21/2-6/3
18/3-9/4
26/3-12/4

Duration (d)
8
15
13
22
47

Comments
Initial test run of the system
Batch run with 12h/d LED illumination, high inoculum
Batch run with 12h/d LED illumination, low inoculum
Semicontinuous run with 24h/d LED illumination
Semicontinuous run without LED illumination

Figure 5, Visualization of the cultivation schedule in Table 6.

Run 2A and 2B was made in a semicontinuous fashion where a portion of the culture was harvested
when the culture reached 0.45 g/L DW, and the removed volume was replaced by new medium to
achieve a new biomass concentration of 0.3 g/L DW. This type of set-up is common within the algae
industry (Hu, Guterman, & Richmond, 1996; Richmond & Hu, 2013, p. 48).
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Several components of the flatplate reactors were evaluated for suitability, such as different pumps
and air diffusers.
3.1.5 Measuring cell concentration
Cell concentration was measured during the cultivations using both optical density (OD) and dry
weight (DW). OD was taken by measuring the light scattering and absorbance in a Hach DR2010
spectrophotometer at wavelength 560 nm, as conducted by (Wang et al., 2007). The samples were
diluted so that transmittance fell within the linear range of the spectrophotometer. DW was
measured by filtering 50 ml sample through a pre-dried and weighed 3-A-I/H 60 mm filterpapers
from Munktell or Fischer QL-100. Filters were then dried overnight at 90 °C and placed in dessicator
for 1 hour and weighed. Samples were analyzed in identical triplicates.
3.1.6 pH measurement
pH was measured with pH paper from Millipore and Micro essential laboratory at the same time as
the OD measurements, and checked at regular intervals using a pH probe at KTH. pH was also
measured online for parts of the experiments, but the pH electrode used was discovered to be faulty
and a new electrode was purchased from Belach Bioteknik at the end of the experiments.
3.1.7 Light measurement
Light was measured as photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) in µmol m-2 s-1 using Apogee
Instruments Quantum Flux MQ-200 sensor. Averaged values for a 24-hour period was automatically
calculated by the equipment.
3.1.8 Energy consumption
The amount of electricity used by the reactors was logged with a Coltech energylogger from Clas
Ohlson (art nr 36-2897). The meter logged all electricity used for heating, illumination, aeration and
pumps. Information regarding the power consumption of the reactor might be interesting evaluating
the sustainability of the reactor.
3.1.9 Pump shear forces
Two different pumps were evaluated to see if cells were visibly damaged when going through the
them. A peristaltic pump and a centrifugal pump were tested by pumping 1 liter of culture through
the pump a number of times and observing the resulting morphology of the culture under
microscope.
3.1.10 Bubble shear forces
The negative effects of shear forces caused by bubble mixing was investigated as the culture showed
excessive foaming and lower growth than expected. Two 1 L flask were inoculated with culture to an
OD560nm of 0.5 (corresponding to about 0.15 g/L DW) and placed in a 32 °C water bath at a light
intensity of 250 µmol m-2s-1 . One of the cultures were mixed by a magnetic stirrer and the other with
vigorous bubbling. The growth of the cultures were measured over the next few days by triplicate OD
measurements and samples were taken for Bradford analysis to detect protein in the medium,
indicating cell lysis. A sample from day 10 of run 1B was taken as a reference sample.
Bradford analysis was done using reagents from Bio-Rad and following the protocol for the
“microassay procedure for microtiter plates” provided by Bio-Rad. Absorbance of samples and a BSA
standard was measured in a 96-well plate using a plate reader, reading at 595 nm. Samples were
filtrated through a 0.45 µm filter prior to analysis to remove any cells left in suspension.
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3.1.11 Calculations
The specific growth rate, in the event of exponential growth, is expressed according to Eq. 3 where X
refers to the cell concentration (g/L), t to time elapsed since start of growth (days) and µ to the
specific growth (d-1). µ was calculated by fitting a linear equation of the logarithmic values of X in Eq.
2.
Eq. 3
Eq. 4
Eq. 5
In the event of linear growth a linear equation was fitted to the growth data, assuming that the
growth was proportional to the surface area and illumination as discussed under “algae growth
kinetics” on page 4. The volumetric productivity P (gL-1d-1) as expressed in Eq. 4 could then be
quantified.
The areal productivity was calculated using the surface area facing the sun (one side of the reactor)
per volume ratio, which was 65 L/m2 as calculated from the reactor dimensions.
When an average productivity was to be calculated in a cultivation with several different linear
growth rates, each productivity was multiplied by its duration and all resulting values summed up
and divided by the sum of the total duration.
Daily growth and illumination was analyzed with the statistical analysis software MODDE , where
daily growth was defined as in Eq. 5. Illumination was averaged over the time between t1 and t2. The
software was used to assess if a linear model could be fitted to the data. As growth should be
dependent on illumination a correlation between the two should be visible. The data was treated as
an experiment of factorial design with artificial and natural illumination as factors.
3.2 Safety and quality of product
3.2.1 Obtaining biomass for analysis
Spirulina biomass was separated from the growth medium by filtration through a 120 threads/cm
filter fabric, rinsed with tap water and dewatered by applying manual pressure.
3.2.2 Biomass analysis
Microbiological and chemical safety of the harvested biomass was evaluated by Eurofins Food&Agro
and Eurofins Environment. Standardized methods were used for a chosen number of microorganisms
and heavy metals. Microorganisms surveyed were total mold, total yeast, Salmonella, coliform
bacteria and Listeria. Heavy metals analyzed were arsenic, lead, mercury and cadmium.
Contaminating algae were analyzed by Pelagia Miljökonsult AB, where an experienced microbiologist
performed a visual identification of microalgae in the cultivation sample.
Nutritional value was analyzed by Eurofins Food&Agro. Protein was measured by Kjeldahl method
and fat according to the applicable EC-method. Carbohydrates and energy content were calculated.
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3.3 Urine treatment and utilization
3.3.1 Collection and treatment of urine
The urine collection and treatment was performed in collaboration with Torbjörn Andersson at
Teknikmarknad. The set-up of the experiment was made to reflect a potential household urine
collection and ozonation procedure.
14 L of a urine/water mix was collected from a urine separating toilet at KTH Mechanical Engineering.
The collection was conducted over one day.
The pharmaceuticals diclofenac and carbamazepin were chosen for the purification experiment as
they are both important pollutants (Heberer, 2002) and were shown to be the easiest and most
difficult to oxidize, respectively, among the six pharmaceuticals tested by Teknikmarknad in 2011
(Andersson et al., 2011).
A sample of 1.25 L was taken from the 14 L urine/water mix for analysis. 200 mg diclofenac and 800
mg carbamazepin was added to the remaining volume giving concentrations of 16 mg/L and 63 mg/L
respectively. A sample of 1 L was taken and the liquid was poured into a glass container. Ozone from
an ozone generator from Guangzhou Netech Environmental Technology Co. with the output 3 g O3/h
was diffused into the liquid via a diffuser stone with 0.5 µm pore size. The concentration of ozone in
the liquid was not measured, but assuming that maximum solubility was reached the concentration
should be somewhere below 30 mg/L which is achievable in ice cold water(Antoniou et al., 2013).
The experiment was run for 2 days with continuous ozone bubbling. Unfortunately the reactor
stopped working after 5 hours, which was not discovered until 10 hours later. The reactor was then
started again and run for 8 hours before sampling. After the first sampling the experiment was
continued for another 23 hours, giving a total treatment time of 36 hours.
Samples were analyzed for nutritional parameters and pharmaceuticals by Eurofins Environment and
Eurofins Food & Agro. The pharmaceuticals were analyzed using LC-MSMS with a Waters Acquity
UPLC chromatograph with a C18 column coupled to an AB Sciex API5000 mass spectrometer.
3.3.2 Cultivating A. Maxima on urine as nitrogen source
Small scale parallel cultivations were set up in order to assess urine as a source of nitrogen. The same
medium as in the rest of the experiments (with 1 g/L K2SO4) was used except for the two nitrogen
containing components KNO3 (major source of nitrogen) and NH4H2PO4 (phosphate source) which
were removed. NH4H2PO4 was substituted with K2HPO4 in the same concentration to keep the
phosphate concentration constant. KNO3 was substituted with the investigated nitrogen sources,
which were urine, ozone treated pharmaceutical-spiked urine, urea and KNO3 as a positive control.
All nitrogen sources were added to provide a nitrogen concentration of 4 mM. To verify the
experiment a control lacking all nitrogen was also run in parallel with the cultivations as a negative
control. The nitrogen concentration was set lower than in the original medium as ammonia will
inhibit growth at higher concentrations (over 6 mM (Sanchez-Luna et al., 2007)). Ammonia in the
medium would come from the urine or from hydrolysis of urea due to the alkaline environment and
excreted urease from the cells (Vieira, Matsudo, Sato, Converti, & de Carvalho, 2012).
The cultivation volume was 300 ml which was contained in a 1 L flask, giving a culture depth of 50
mm. Air bubbling was the major stirring mechanism apart from manual shaking three times per day.
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Temperature was kept at 30 °C by submerging the flasks in a water bath. Illumination was by red LED
lights at 150 µmol/m2s from beneath the flasks and white fluorescent lamp at 25 µmol/m2s from
above. A failed run (data not shown) was conducted with the red LED lights at 600 µmol/m2s, which
killed the cultures after a few days due to light induced stress.
The cultures were inoculated with cells equal to 0.173 g/L DW. To ensure no nitrogen was
transferred from the inoculum media (regular KNO3 based media) to the cultivation the cells were
separated from the media through filtration through a 120 threads/cm fabric, washed with water
and resuspended in medium containing no nitrogen, an approach similar to (Sánchez-Luna, Converti,
Tonini, Sato, & de Carvalho, 2004). This method might stress the cells and cause lysis, but as
centrifugal separation had proven insufficient this was the better option. From this resuspension the
necessary volume was taken to the parallel cultivations.
The cultivations were run for 8 days, cell concentrations were measured by triplicate OD560nm
measurements daily. Carbon filtered water was added daily to compensate for evaporation losses.

4. Results
4.1 Cultivation of A. Maxima
4.1.1 General observations
The species proved more difficult to cultivate than expected, which resulted in fewer successful
experiments. Flocculation and general sensitivity caused several experiments to fail. An example of
light induced lysis is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6, Light induced lysis. The culture in picture A was put under intense illumination for 5 days, which resulted in
complete lysis of the culture, picture B. Residue of the cell wall of a Spirulina spiral is visible in picture B.

4.1.2 Morphology
Several different morphologies of A. Maxima were observed during the project. Differences in spiral
length, degree of coiling and diameter, as shown in Figure 7, could be seen. It was difficult to
differentiate between Spirulina and a potential contaminating algae as the morphology of the
Spirulina population changed over time. It was thought during run 0 that the Spirulina had been
outgrown by an algae with longer filaments, but when a fraction of the culture was placed in
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inoculum growth conditions the population reverted to the original composition, as seen in Figure 8.
This indicated that the observed contaminating species was Spirulina with a different morphology.
Light stress was thought to be the cause of the long filamentous morphology as this was observed in
several occasions where a dilute culture was placed under intense illumination.

Figure 7, Pictures of culture taken with light microscope. Pictures A-D taken with 100x magnification, E-F with 40x
magnification. Note the difference in morphology of the two filaments in picture A, as discussed both were concluded to
be Spirulina with different morphology. The same filamentous morphology is found in D and F. In picture D the spirals
have the same small degree of coiling but are much shorter than the filaments in F. B,C and E show more characteristic
morphology, but with different spiral lengths and degree of coiling.

Figure 8, Long filamentous morphology seen in cultivation 0. Pictures A and B were taken when culture was grown in
flatplate reactor. Pictures C,D and E are after a fraction of the cultivation was placed in inoculum growing conditions. C 4
days after separation, D 12 days after and E 25 days after. What is seen is a convertion back to characteristic spiral
morphology, as well as degradation of extra cellular material seen in A and B. The cause of the morphology in pictures A
and B is thought to be light stress.
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4.1.3 DW & OD measurements
For cell concentration measurements both OD and DW measurements were taken in order to
determine a correlation between OD and DW as seen in Figure 9. A linear equation that cuts through
origo was chosen to relate DW to OD as an absence of cells should give a zero value in both methods.
The conversion factor was calculated to 0.3061, as in DW(g/L)=0.3061*OD560nm. As OD measurements
might vary with cell composition and morphology, they are not as reliable as DW measurements.
However, all samples in Figure 9 are from the 35 L flatplate bioreactors and should at least have close
to identical growth parameters. Note that each datapoint in the figure represents an average of
triplicate OD measurements and triplicate DW measurements.
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Figure 9, Correlation between OD560nm and DW measurements. Linear correlation made with sum of least squares
method in Excel.

4.1.4 Natural illumination
The average illumination form the sun falling on the reactor was measured for a long period of the
thesis project, the average value of each 24-hour period from 20th of Februrary to 18th of May is
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10, Average illumination of 24 hour period. Note that no measurements were taken between 9 and 19 of March.
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4.1.5 General cultivation
Finding a functional set-up for inoculum cultivations was difficult, especially if maximum growth was
desired. The strain was prone to flocculate if stirring was too low and was sensitive to light stress.
Low illumination or deep culture caused light limited growth where the cell concentration increased
linearly. This pattern is typical for light limited growth as only a fraction of the cultivation volume
receives enough light to photosynthesize (Ogbonna, Yada, & Tanaka, 1995). Ogbonna et. al suggests
that there is a linear relationship between linear growth rate and final cell concentration, as they
both depend on illumination and light path (reactor depth) in a light limited batch cultivation of
Spirulina. Such a correlation was also found in this work, see Figure 11, although only three
cultivations were grown until a stationary phase occurred.

Final Cell Concentration (g/L)
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Linear Growthrate (g/L/d)

Figure 11, Final cell concentration as a function of linear growth rate. Data from runs 1B, 2B and the bubble shear force
test.

However, exponential growth as seen in Figure 12 was recorded in the following set-up: inoculum
concentration 0.03 g/L, volume 1 L, culture depth 5 cm, 120 µmol m -2s-1 red illumination at the
surface of the culture, temperature 30 °C and air bubbling. From the data shown in Figure 12 a value
of µmax could be calculated by fitting a linear equation to the logarithm of the cell concentrations as
described under part 2.1.1. This was done for the data in days 1-5, as shown in Figure 13, which
gives a µmax of 0.024 h-1 or 0.58 d-1.
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Figure 12, Growth curve of 1 L batch cultivation. Parameters described in text above. DW is recalculated from OD560nm
measurements. All samples taken in triplicates. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the triplicate samples.
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Figure 13, Natural logarithm of DW concentration at each point in time for the 1 L cultivation. Data from days 1-5 chosen
as it ensures growth at maximum rate. Later data might be in the linear phase of the cultivation.

4.1.6 Evaluation of household scale reactor
All cultivation in the 35 L flatplate reactors, both with and without red LED illumination at 780 µmol
m-2s-1, showed linear growth, suggesting light limitation. A summary of all growth data from the
flatplate reactor cultivations is found in Table 7. The cell density over time can be seen in Figure 1418. Dilution (harvest) of culture is marked by a vertical line, and linear growth curves have been fitted
to the data.
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Table 7, data from flatplate cultivations. Xmax refers to the maximum cell density (observed when growth was halting), Pv
is the volumetric productivity and PA the areal productivity where the area used for calculations is the surface area of the
reactor facing the sun. Isun average is the illumination on the reactor from the sun as an average over the growth period.
LED indicates if the red LED lamps were turned on during the cultivation. All weights refer to dryweights. Note that
values from run 1A are in parenthesis because of high degree of flocculation causing bad mixing and a high standard
deviation in samples.

1A
1B
2A
2B

nr of
Xmax
Pv max
Pv average
PA max
PA average
Isun average
harvests (gL-1)
(gL-1d-1)
(gL-1d-1)
(gm-2d-1)
(gm-2d-1)
(µmolm-2s-1)
0
0.62
(0.10)
(0.10)
(6.5)
(6.5) 0
0.73
0.064
0.064
4.1
4.1
12
4 0.067
0.044
4.4
2.9
89
1
0.39
0.014
0.0086
0.90
0.56
91

LED
12h/d
12h/d
24h/d
0h/d

Note that run 1A resulted in no initial growth as the inoculum was too high, the concentration was
above the maximum cell density. A starting concentration of 0.6 g/L was too high to support any
growth, and even after dilution the biomass concentration slowly decreased over the time period.
After 11 days of slowly decreasing biomass, growth suddenly started and lasted for 3 days. The
calculated productivity was the highest among all cultivations, but it occurred in combination with
flocculation and contamination by other microalgae. Flocculation makes sampling unreliable and
caused the high standard deviation seen around day 14 and 15 in Figure 14. Furthermore, after
dilution in day 18 (due to massive flocculation), no growth was seen, and the culture completely
crashed. Because of the unreliable characteristics of this cultivation, the data from it was considered
unreliable and hence not used for analysis.
Dry weight samples were taken and analyzed as described under Methods from runs 1B and 2A. As
samples were taken throughout run 1B it is possible to calculate the productivity from the actual DW
values, whereas this was done from converted OD560nm values for the rest of the runs. The growth
curves with both OD and DW for run 1B can be seen in Figure 15 and the slope based on the linear
part of the DW growth curve is the Pv values, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 14, Run 1A, biomass as DW from OD measurements. Vertical lines show when culture was diluted. Initial inoculum
was too high which led to a decrease in biomass over time. At day 11 rapid growth was seen in combination with a high
degree of flocculation and contamination of other microalgae.
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Figure 15, Growth curve of run 1B with OD measurements in red squares and DW in blue diamonds. All samples taken in
triplicates, with standard deviation shown with error bars.
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Figure 16, The DW measurements of run 1B. Linear growth rate (Pv) fit to linear part of curve using Microsoft Excel.
Standard deviation of triplicate samples shown in error bars. Average illumination from the sun on the reactor over each
24 hour period shown in red.
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Figure 17, Run 2A. DW based on OD measurements, error bars based on standard deviation of triplicate samples.
Vertical lines represents dilution of the culture. Linear growth rates fitted to curve. After the dilution on day 17 no
growth was seen in combination with flocculation.
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Figure 18, Run 2B. DW based on OD measurements, error bars based on standard deviation of triplicate samples. Vertical
line represents dilution of the culture. Linear growth rates fitted to curve.

Unfortunately no illumination data was collected during run 1A, but as it closely overlapped in time
with run 1B the average can be assumed to be of a similar value. It is clear that illumination has a
positive effect on the growth, as the cultivations with the highest productivity was 2A which received
supplementary LED illumination for 24 hours per day and was run during a period of high natural
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illumination. A small increase in productivity in run 2A from cultivation 1B with 12 hour per day of
LED illumination was seen. Cultivation 2B, with no artificial illumination, had a maximum volumetric
productivity that was 21 % of the value of run 2A, with LED illumination.
No effect of natural illumination was obvious within any of the runs. Only when comparing runs with
each other is it apparent that higher illumination gives higher productivity, as in run 2A vs run 1B. The
effect of the LED illumination, on the other hand, is apparent looking at runs 2A and 2B. Run 2B was
conducted in parallel with run 2A (but with a delayed start) but had no artificial illumination. As can
be seen in Table 7 this resulted in a substantially lower growth and productivity. Growth varied a lot
during the cultivations and should be a result of sun illumination which varied with the weather.
However, using the software MODDE, for statistical treatment on the results, no model with
significant coefficients (at 95% confidence interval) could be derived of how growth was affected by
the average illumination or the artificial illumination. Looking at Figure 19 it is apparent that no such
correlation can be derived with this data. Although no reliable model could be fitted to the data,
MODDE could still produce a linear model with coefficients for average sun illumination and LED
illumination on/off (1/0) with the values 0.021 gL-1d-1µmol-1m2s and 0.0081 gL-1d-1 respectively. This
model gives a surface plot of how growth is effected by illumination, shown in Figure 20. While the
low fit and validity of the model makes in unusable, it still reflects a trend showing that more
illumination gives higher growth. However, when removing sun illumination as a factor and using the
productivities in Figure 17 and Figure 18, the result is a model with LED illumination as a significant
factor with a coefficient of 0.019 gL-1d-1 with the possible lamp settings on=1 off=0.
Falling productivities was seen in all runs. After each dilution (harvest) of the culture the growth was
lower. The growth pattern continued to be linear, still indicating light-limited growth, but with a
lesser gradient each time. To investigate if the nutrients were also limiting, inorganic carbon and
nitrogen was measured in run 1B before and after dilution. The concentrations were measured to
1.60 g/L and 193 mg/L before dilution and 1.99 g/L and 240 mg/L after dilution respectively. That
should be compared to the starting concentrations of 2.29 g/L carbon and 298 mg/L nitrogen.
Electricity consumption was measured during runs 2A and 2B. The average power consumption over
the cultivation periods were 104 W for run 2A (with LED) and 15.9 W for 2B.
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Figure 19, Average illumination plotted against volumetric growth per day for run 2A

Figure 20, Surface plot of growth as a response of LED setting (1=on 24h/day on max setting, 0=off) and average daily
-2 -1
illumination (µmol m s ). A LED setting between 0 and 1, for example 0.5 would correspond to adjusting the light
intensity to half of the maximum value.

4.1.7 Pump shear forces
The peristaltic pump had no effect on the cell morphology. The centrifugal pump, on the other hand
was damaging to the cells. While no apparent effect was visible after a few passages, after several
passages the Spirulina trichomes were visibly shorter. Figure 21 shows the culture after 1, 4, 150 and
450 passages. The culture that had passed the pump 450 times was then left to grow for 3 days,
which regenerated longer trichomes, as seen in picture E and F in Figure 21.
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Figure 21, Pictures showing a culture of Spirulina that has been passed a number of times through a centrifugal pump.
A:0 times, B: 1 time, C:4 times, D:150 times and E:450 times. Picture F shows the culture in picture E after 3 days of
growth.

4.1.8 Bubble shear forces
As bubbles can exert a high shear force on cells in the liguid-gas interface (Handa-Corrigan, Emery, &
Spier, 1989) it was investigated as a potential cause of slow growth. Two parallel cultures with
bubble and mechanical mixing respectively were monitored by OD and the extracellular protein was
measured in a Bradford protein assay. The growth is seen in Figure 22, and there is no evidence that
bubble mixing hampered growth. However, it is noted that the cultures seem to grow linearly, a sign
of light limitation. This growth pattern should not interfere with the assay, and if bubbling was
damaging it should exhibit a lower linear growth as well. The Bradford assay shows similar results,
the protein content in the media was very low. An unexpected result was that the initial protein
concentration was higher and was dropping in both cultures until after 2 days. As concentrations
were so low the cultivations were allowed to grow further under more intense light (1000 µmol m-2s-1)
for another 4 days. At this point the bubble mixed culture reached OD 5 and completely flocculated.
The protein concentration was then higher than that for the magnetically stirred culture, as seen in
Figure 23. Compared to a BSA standard the concentration was equivalent to 8.8 mg/L whereas the
magnetically mixed culture was equivalent to 3.6 mg/L. However, there was a concentration factor
due to excessive evaporation in the bubble mixed culture which might account for the slightly higher
protein concentration. As both protein concentrations were very low it was concluded that bubbling
did not cause cell lysis to an extent that was important for cultivation. The reference sample from run
1B further confirmed this as the protein concentration was below the detection limit of the test.
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Figure 22, OD of parallel cultures with different mixing. Error bars represent standard deviation of each sample.
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Figure 23, Bradford assay of the extracellular protein concentration. The two points in the same timepoint in within the
series show the values of the duplicate samples.

4.1.9 Flocculation
In all cultivations a tendency of the cells to flocculate and sediment was observed at higher cell
densities. Flocculation seemed to occur frequently when the culture had reached maximum cell
density for the specific set-up. As maximum density was determined by light limitation the value was
unique for every combination of reactor and illumination source. Flocculated lumps were examined
under the microscope and consisted of tightly packed Spirulina and some extra cellular material that
looked like a polysaccharide gel. High pH generally promotes flocculation and as pH was increasing
with biomass in all cultivations, see Figure 24, this might have contributed to flocculation.
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In order to check if phosphorous limitation was causing the flocculation samples from a flocculated
flat-plate cultivation were sent to Eurofins for analysis. The result was a residual concentration of
phosphorous of 15 mg/L, higher than the non flocculant promoting concentration of 8.9 mg/L found
in literature (Giorgos Markou, Iordanis Chatzipavlidis, & Dimitris Georgakakis, 2012) . Sulfur
starvation was also thought to cause suboptimal growth and possibly also flocculation, and 1 g/L of
K2SO4 was therefore added to the medium in all experiments after 24th of March. However, no effect
on growth or flocculation was observed.
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Figure 24, pH and dry weight (DW) during cultivation.

4.2 Safety and quality of product
Contamination was an expected problem as the experiments deliberately were conducted under
“kitchen grade” sterility. At several occasions contamination by other microorganisms could be
detected visually using a microscope. Two different microorganisms were reoccurring throughout the
cultivations and would disappear and appear at different times. One of the organisms looks like a
single cell ciliate and moved with a spinning motion, seen in Figure 25. The size was estimated to
5µm in diameter. The other was a spherical microalgae about 5-10 µm in diameter, seen in Figure 26.
This species was very frequent in the flocculated lumps of Spirulina and seemed to thrive in the
extracellular material excreted from Spirulina or itself. Samples were analyzed by experts at Pelagia,
and found to contain only Spirulina and a dead protist, most probably a ciliate(as no living cells were
found no exact identification could be made). The spherical organism in Figure 26 was not found in
the samples sent to Pelagia, and was not identified.
Table 8, Results of microbial contamination analysis by Eurofins, compared to EU legislation. *Legislation concerns E.coli,
but as E.coli is classified as a coliform bacteria it falls under the same category. Legislation sources: 1) (EU, 2007) 2)
(Kneifel, Czech, & Kopp, 2002) applicable according to (Gershwin & Belay, 2008, pp. 15-19)

Organism
Salmonella1
Listeria1
Coliform bacteria1*
Yeast2
Mold2
Total plate count2

Result in our harvest
Negative in 25 g
Negative in 25 g
<10 CFU/g
400 CFU/g
<100 CFU/g
>25 000 CFU/g

EU legislation
Negative in 25 g
Negative in 25 g
<100 CFU/g
10 000 CFU/g (yeast + mold)
10 000 CFU/g (yeast + mold)
100 000 CFU/g
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Bacterial contamination was confirmed below the limits set by the EU regarding all tested organisms
apart from total plate count where the method was out of scale (because of low sample volume), as
seen in Table 8. However, lead content was above the legal limit for a dietary supplement, as seen in
Table 9. Nutritional value and water content was also analyzed and compared to the commercial
product, see Table 10. For a detailed comparison see section 5.2.3.

Figure 25, Pictures of the motile ciliate observed in flatplate cultivations. Arrows showing the ciliates. Movement in a
spinning fashion was observed. Pictures C and D are taken only seconds apart and the ciliates have moved a few µm.

Figure 26, Pictures of contaminating spherical microalgae in cultivation 2A. Pictures A and B taken in a phase contrast
microscope, C and D in a light microscope. Visible in A and B is a flocculated lump of Spirulina with the unknown species
in between the filaments. Some cellular vesicles are visible. In picture C a dividing spherical algae can be seen next to a
Spirulina filament. D shows spherical algae and Spirulina in extracellular material.
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Table 9, Results of heavy metal content compared to EU legislation. EU legislation regarding dietary supplements (EU,
2006). All values per wet weight. Note that no maximum level of arsenic in food excists in EU legislation (EFSA, 2010).

Heavy metal
Lead
Cadmium
Mercury
Arsenic

Result in our harvest (mg/kg)
4.6
0.033
<0.02
<0.1

EU-legislation (mg/kg)
3
3
0.1
none

Table 10, composition of the harvested Spirulina biomass compared to the commercial product according to (Gershwin &
Belay, 2008)

Parameter
Water
Protein
Fat
Carbohydrates
Energy

Amount (mass % of wet
weight)

Amount (mass % of dry
weight)

93
3.6
0.15
1.9
24 kcal/100g

55
2.3
29
360 kcal/100g

Commercial product
(mass % of dry
weight)
63
4.3
18
333 kcal/100g

4.3 Urine treatment and utilization
4.3.1 Ozone treatment
The added pharmaceuticals diclofenac and carbamazepin decreased by 99,998% and 99,0%
respectively after 36 hours of ozone treatment according to the Eurofins analysis. The data for the
ozonation process is shown in Figure 27 where a exponentially decreasing curve was fitted to the
data as the degradation is exponential (Hollender et al., 2009). No attempts were made to calculate
the different rate constants in equation 1 as concentrations of O3 and *OH were not known.
Table 11, Concentrations of nutrients in urine during the ozone treatment

Time (h) N (mg/L
P (mg/L
Urea (mg/L Ammonium Nitrate-N
10%
20%
10%
N (mg/L
(mg/L 20%
uncertainty) uncertainty) uncertainty) 15%
uncertainty)
uncertainty)
0
1600
75
2250
91
<0.1
13
1300
77
2640
56
25
36
1400
76
2560
58
120
In Table 11 the concentration of the measured nutrient components are shown at different points in
time. Most substances are unaffected by the treatment, taking the uncertainty of the measurements
into account. Notable is that the total nitrogen concentration is decreasing, but not significantly as
the uncertainty of the used method is 10%.
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Table 12, Concentration of various substances
in the collected urine/water mix. TIC=total
inorganic carbon, TOC=total organic carbon

However, 36% of the ammonia is lost during the ozone
treatment. The process in which ammonia is lost is most
probably oxidation to nitrate as well as off-gassing.
Evidence of the oxidative potential is seen in the increase
of nitrate which is increasing from unquantifiable to 120
mg/L NO3-N, as seen in Figure 28. Surprisingly urea seems
to be unaffected by the treatment. From Table 11 the N:P
ratio was calculated to 21:1 in the untreated sample and
18:1 in the treated sample. The expected value was around
9:1.

Substance Concentration (mg/L)
Sodium
440
Potassium
390
Chloride
680
Sulfur
100
Iron
0.14
Arsenic
0.0018
Lead
0.0019
Cadmium
<0.0001
Mercury
<0.0001
TIC
150
TOC
790

Analysis of other substances of interest is shown in Table
12 .
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Figure 27, Concentrations of diclofenac and carbamazepin during the ozone treatment. Error bars represent standard
deviation of the method which are 10% for carbamazepin and 5% for diclofenac. The downtime of the reactor discussed
under Methods was subtracted from the timescale in this graph and it shows only the time under treatment.
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Figure 28, Ammonia and nitrate nitrogen during the ozone treatment. Error bars represent the uncertainty of
measurement, provided by Eurofins.

4.3.2 Cultivation with urine as nitrogen source
The growth curves for the growth on the different nitrogen sources can be seen in Figure 29. From
the data in days 1,2 and 3 µ was determined using Eq. 3 for the different nitrogen sources at 4 mM
nitrogen. Data from these days was used as no measurement or manual shaking could be done in day
4, which may have affected the results. Unfortunately the experiment could not be run for longer
than 8 days due to restrictions of the facilities. Growth of all cultures seemed to have more or less
ceased at that time, but it would have been desirable to let the cultures grow for a longer time.
There was notable discoloration towards yellow in the later days of the cultivation, which is typical of
nitrogen deprivation (Soletto, Binaghi, Lodi, Carvalho, & Converti, 2005). From the final cell
concentration the yield of biomass per gram of nitrogen was calculated by subtracting the inoculum
concentration and dividing by the initial nitrogen concentration. However, this is naturally only
accurate if all nitrogen had been used up by the cells. For the culture growing on nitrate the
maximum cell concentration seems to have occurred on day 5, which is why this value has been used
in the calculations. All data is summed up in Table 13, including data from one of the flatplate
cultivations for comparison. The final cell concentration of the cultivations on urea, urine and ozone
treated urine differ with 131 mg/L based on the three OD measurements conducted at day 8.
However, when taking the standard deviation into account the three final cell concentrations are not
significantly different, and have to be considered to give the same outcome and therefore also the
same YX/N yield. It can therefore be concluded that in this experiment both the treated and untreated
urine gave the same result as pure urea regarding the final cell concentration and yield.
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Figure 29, Growth curve on different nitrogen sources, 4 mM N. Negative control without any nitrogen. Error bars
represent standard deviation of triplicate OD560nm samples.
Table 13, Growth data of parallel cultivations on different nitrogen sources. Data from flateplate cultivation 1B is also
shown here as a comparison. Note however the differences in experimental set-up and media composition.

Nitrogen
source

µ (d-1)

Neg. Control
KNO3
Urea
Urine
Ozonated Urine
KNO3 (run 1B)

0.063
0.22
0.25
0.24
-

R2 of
fitted µ
value
0.953
0.970
0.997
0.966
-

Final or
Standard
Maximum deviation of
DW (g/L) final DW (g/L)
0.174
0.00837
0.221
0.0100
0.615
0.168
0.656
0.0442
0.575
0.0484
0.729
0.0431

YX/N
(g cells/g N)
0.85
7.9
8.6
7.2
3.8

5. Discussion
5.1 Cultivation of A. Maxima
5.1.1 General observations
The species proved more difficult to cultivate than expected. Light sensitivity, foaming and
flocculation were constant problems. As a result it was not possible to optimize the harvest cell
density as done by (Hu et al., 1996), where harvesting was done at several different cell densities
giving an optimal harvest protocol.
5.1.2 Morphology changes
Many morphological changes of the Spirulina spirals were observed during the cultivations. Most
notable was a transition to a long filamentous morphology with much lower degree of coiling that
seemed to take place in highly illuminated cultures. Similar morphology changes have been observed
in A. Platensis when the medium was changed in a cultivation, and was a result of ingrowths
occurring in the filaments (Chen, 2011). As there were no changes in the medium (except for
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metabolic activity) something else might have caused this morphology change. The Spirulina spirals
grow as all cells in a filament divide, and the spiral is broken into smaller pieces when a cell lyses or is
“sacrificed” (Avigad Vonshak, 1997, p. 4). Perhaps the low-energy red lights used for illumination
stimulated growth, but not spiral breakage. UV-light has been found breaking Spirulina trichomes
(Wu, Gao, Villafane, Watanabe, & Helbling, 2005), possibly the low energy (because of the long
wavelength) red lights allowed the cells to survive for longer, giving longer filaments.
5.1.3 Natural illumination
An increase in illumination from the sun on the reactor was expected during the cultivation, as the
number of hours of sunlight on average increase from 72 h/month in February to 276 h/month in
May in Stockholm (SMHI, 2013). However, no clear increase could be seen for the period of this
thesis. The gathered data, displayed in Figure 10, has no obvious trend and the pattern seems
random. The reason that the longer time of daylight and average hours of sunlight did not give an
increase in the illumination of the reactor is attributed to the sun’s increasing angle from the
horizontal plane. A greater angle results in more light lost by reflection in the windows and in the
reactor. The change in the suns path from January to June around the ÅF-building, where the
flatplate reactors stood facing the south façade, is shown in Figure 30. A better utilization of the
natural illumination could have been achieved if the reactors were inclined, giving a more
perpendicular angle of incidence.

Figure 30, A model of the ÅF-building where the flatplate bioreactors stood in the south windows. The suns path is
shown from 1st of January (top left) to 1st of June (bottom right), with the position of the sun at 12:00. Picture courtesy
of Per Lindholm (ÅF Industry).

5.1.4 Productivity and output
The maximum specific growth rate with the used media at 30 °C was 0.58 d-1 which is comparable
but lower than literature values. A. platensis has been studied more frequently than A. Maxima and
µmax values range from 0.67 d-1 (Richmond, 2004, p. 118) to 1.2 d-1 (Avigad Vonshak, 1997, p. 47) for A.
platensis. For A. maxima there is only a limited amount of data available, indicating a higher growth
rate of 1.66 d-1 (Tomaselli, Boldrini, & Margheri, 1997) or even 2.5 d-1 (Levert & Xia, 2001). There is a
variability of maximum growth rates between strains and µ is also dependent on many factors, such
as temperature, pH, substrate concentrations and illumination.
The productivity in the flatplate cultivations was lower than expected. The highest reliable value was
0.067 gL-1d-1, compared to literature values of similar flatplate cultivations placed outside with a light
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path of 10.4 cm and 5.2 cm which yielded a productivity of 0.3 gL-1d-1 and 0.8 gL-1d-1 respectively.
However, the difference can be attributed to more intense sun illumination which could reach over
2 000 µmol m-2 s-1. Furthermore the reactors were tilted, giving a more direct angle for sunlight to
enter (Hu et al., 1996). An optimization of the current reactor system might yield higher
productivities. Light limitation might be overcome by cultivating Spirulina at lower cell densities
which would limit the effect of self shading. A construction with shorter light path could also boost
volumetric and areal productivity, as indicated by Hu et al.
There was no directly effect of the sun’s illumination on growth. When modeled in the statistical
analysis software MODDE it was concluded that the average illumination during a day was not a
significant factor for growth during the same day. There was also no significant effect of the LED
illumination when testing for a significant effect of LED setting and natural illumination on daily
growth. However, when removing natural illumination in total, a significant term could be found for
the lamp setting on/off as 1/0. If this was entirely true this would mean that if the lamp was on you
would have a productivity value equal to the coefficient (0.019 gL-1d-1) and if it was off you would
have zero, and everything else would just be random variations. This would, however, be very
unlikely as natural illumination should give a growth response, and there is growth without LED
illumination (under natural illumination). By this logic I reject the model, and conclude that with this
data no model of how growth is dependent on illumination could be found. The only conclusion
drawn is that illumination affects growth positively which is, of course, well established in literature.
Still, the cultivations with LED illumination achieved the highest productivities, proving that LED
illumination was crucial for high productivity. Only 21 % of the productivity of cultivation 2A (with
LED and under the same natural illumination) and 22 % of the productivity of cultivation 1B (with LED
under lower natural illumination) was seen in cultivation 2B, with no LED illumination. It is however
surprising that there was not a larger difference in productivity between runs 2A and 1B as run 2A
received twice as many hours of supplementary LED illumination. This could indicate that the cells
benefit from a dark period, although this is not commonly thought to be the case in cyanobacterial
cultivations(Jacob-Lopes, Scoparo, Lacerda, & Franco, 2009).
That there was no significant effect of natural illumination on growth is surprising as the cultivations
exhibited linear growth patterns. This would indicate light-limitation and thereby that more light
would give more growth. However, a number of reasons could be the cause. The measured
parameter, an averaged value of the illumination over 24 hours, might not be relevant as illumination
under a certain threshold might not penetrate the culture enough to give a noticeable response. It is
also likely that contamination affected the growth of A. Maxima. Several other species of microalgae
or zooplankton were observed in the cultivations, and it is possible that they affected the growth of
Spirulina in some way. There was also a problem with flocculation and sedimentation, which may
have affected the light accessibility.
That falling productivities were seen throughout the cultivations after each dilution would indicate
nutrient starvation. However, when nitrogen and carbonate concentrations were measured before
and after dilution in cultivation 1B (which had grown to maximum density) the concentrations of the
two nutrients were at levels that would still allow similar growth, according to a study by Chung et al
(P. Chung, Pond, Kingsbury, Walker, & Krook, 1978). A similar approach to the harvest protocol in this
study was conducted by (Matsudo et al., 2009) where it was concluded that the amount of harvests
(or cycles) did not affect growth. It is also possible that the cells produce an inhibitory overflow
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metabolite that slows down growth. However, this is not very likely as these kind of metabolites
usually are produced under growth close to µmax, which was not the case. Another possibility is
contamination. Cultures generally became contaminated with more species of foreign
microorganism the longer time they were cultivated in the flatplate bioreactors. Sterility was easier
to uphold in the smaller systems, as they required less interaction in terms of cleaning and sampling.
The increased contamination over time could have caused lower growth due to some antibiotic
effect, or possibly excretion of a flocculant. Flocculation was a bigger problem in the more
contaminated cultures, with visible high concentrations of other microorganisms in biofilms around
lumps of Spirulina. It is however not obvious if the contamination caused flocculation or if
flocculation caused a favorable environment for contaminating microorganisms.
5.1.5 Flocculation
Flocculation was a problem in all cultivations, but the induction mechanism remains unclear.
Generally there are two types of naturally occurring flocculation of Spirulina, bio-flocculation and
auto-flocculation. Auto-flocculation is associated with increased pH which causes some ions to
precipitate together with the algae cells. Specifically phosphate and calcium ions have been pointed
out as promoting flocculation (Sukenik & Shelef, 1984), both of which are present in the cultivations.
The flocculation is dependent on the concentration of the ions and the pH, where higher pH and
concentration promoted flocculation. Other ions can also interact with the cells and promote
flocculation within a wide range of alkaline pH values (Richmond & Hu, 2013). Bio-flocculation is
mediated by produced biopolymers produced by the microalgae. This has been seen in Spirulina
cultivations under phosphorus limitation, where the cells produce an excess of carbohydrates and
flocculate (Giorgos Markou et al., 2012).
Since pH is rising during the cultivation (see Figure 24) as Spirulina is metabolizing bicarbonate, this
might explain the flocculation. But to be certain that it is not a result of phosphorous limitation a
sample of flocculating cultures were sent to Eurofins for analysis and showed a phosphorous
concentration of 15 mg/L, well above 8.9 mg/L which has been showed not to cause any
overproduction of bio-flocculant polysaccharides (Giorgos Markou et al., 2012). This gives the
conclusion that high pH in combination with stagnant metabolism stimulates the auto-flocculation of
A. Maxima.
5.1.6 Bubble shear forces
No increase in extracellular protein could be seen in the bubble mixed, mechanically mixed or
flatplate cultivation. Protein in the medium was suspected to be the cause of foaming in the reactors,
but no indication of this could be found in the experiment. There is a possibility that contamination
of bacteria or other microorganisms in the cultivations eliminated any extracellular protein by
consuming it. If this was the case the whole experiment is invalid. As ciliates were seen in many of
the flatplate cultivations this could indicate Spirulina cell breakage as a consequence of stress, as
discussed earlier (Andersen, 2005, pp. 215-216).
5.2 Safety and quality of product
5.2.1 Microbiological safety
The microbiology tests confirms that cultivating Spirulina under kitchen-grade hygiene is
microbiologically safe, as advocated by Baum (Baum, 2013). However, several species of
contaminating algae were seen in our cultivations. These organisms did not match the morphology of
any of the risk species listed under Methods (section 2.2). However, no exact identification of these
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species was done and therefore it is not possible to with total certainty rule out that they were of a
toxin producing species. It is possible that a toxin producing algae or cyanobacteria could grow if it
was introduced to the cultivation, and it is therefore recommended to check a growing culture at
regular intervals. Jourdan recommends checking the culture at least once per year(Jourdan, 2001),
which might be insufficient, as populations could be seen to emerge in our flatplate reactors in a
matter of days.
5.2.2 Heavy metals
The high concentration of lead in the biomass, as seen in Table 9, was surprising. All other heavy
metals were far below the limit. The cause might have been the chemicals used. Reagents used in the
cultivation media was ACS or Ph. Eur. grade and contained a maximum of 5 mg/kg of heavy metal,
except KNO3 which contained a maximum of 10 mg/kg. Summing up the contributions from all
medium components one arrives at a maximum concentration of heavy metals in the medium of
0.11 mg/L. The limit for lead in food-grade NaHCO3 and KNO3, the main constituents of Baummedium, is 4 mg/kg as specified by the Unites States Pharmacopeia (Codex, 2003). The chemicals of
analytical or pharmaceutical grade used in this thesis only has a quantification of total heavy metals,
not a specific quantity of lead. The excess amount of lead could probably have been avoided if foodgrade chemicals had been used. If NaHCO3 and KNO3, which contribute with the main part of the
heavy metals, were exchanged to the food-grade variety the maximum lead concentration in the
medium would be 0.078 mg/L. It is of course possible that the lead came from somewhere else, such
as a pump or other piece of equipment. It is however crucial that a cultivation system producing
biomass with a heavy metal concentration below the legal limit is established before any future plans
are made regarding household production.
Another cause of the high lead content might be the air diffuser that was used in the flatplate
reactors. It was made by a Chinese aquarium supplier and contained an unspecified metal core.
While designed for aquariums it might not withstand the alkaline pH of a Spirulina cultivation.
5.2.3 Quality
The nutritional parameters in Table 10 are similar to what is currently on the market. Protein and fat
( 55% and 2.3% of DW) were a little lower than typical commercial products (63% protein and 4.3%
fat) while carbohydrates were present at a higher concentration in our harvest compared to what is
on the market (29% vs. 18%) (Gershwin & Belay, 2008, pp. 12-13). Many growth conditions promote
the carbohydrate production in Spirulina such as high light intensity, long illumination periods,
phosphorus limitation and osmotic stress (G. Markou, I. Chatzipavlidis, & D. Georgakakis, 2012;
Avigad Vonshak, 1997). The biomass analyzed for quality was taken from cultivation 2B where the
light intensity was the lowest tested and the illumination period the shortest as no artificial
illumination was used. The illumination dependent parameters were therefore as optimal as possible
for low carbohydrate content. Phosphorus levels were above what should have an effect (G. Markou
et al., 2012) and salinity of the medium was not deviant from other common media(Pandey et al.,
2010). Therefore the high carbohydrate content might be an attribute of the specific strain of A.
Maxima used in these experiments. The high carbohydrate content of the cells might explain the
flocculating behavior, as high carbohydrate content promotes flocculation(Giorgos Markou et al.,
2012).
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Usually high protein content is wanted in Spirulina products, making the commercial products
superior to the biomass produced in the flatplate cultivations. However, the fresh Spirulina biomass
that has not been dried may contain more antioxidants and pigments that might have been
destroyed in the drying process. The loss of the pigment and antioxidant phycocyanin during spray
drying has been measured to 45 % (Sarada, Pillai, & Ravishankar, 1999), indicating that unprocessed
biomass might have a clear advantage over the dried product.
5.3 Urine purification – limitations and results
Urine was collected and treated with ozone to assess the suitability of such a system for nutrient
reuse in a Spirulina cultivation. The urine and water mix collected at KTH Mechanical Engineering
deviated from the expectations on several accounts. While there is an unknown dilution of the urine
by the flushing water the proportions of certain substances do not match the expectations.
Comparing Table 2, Table 4, Table 11 and many differences are evident. For example the N:P ratio is
twice as large in the sample compared to theory, NaCl content is about one seventh of the
theoretical value while urea content is about one fifth of the expected value in pure urine. The
differences might be due to the sampling method where there was no control over the individuals
who contributed. It is far from likely that they represented the majority of the population as students
in general have a different life style and age than the average member of the population. However,
while there are differences between theory and practice, the collected urine/water mix is still a
suitable source of nutrients for Spirulina cultivation. The main concern regarding nutrient
composition in urine would be the high N:P ratio, which probably would require the addition of
phosphate.
The concentration in the starting sample of carbamazepin was measured to 34 mg/L (±10%), but the
expected value was 63 mg/L from the amount that was added to the urine/water mix. This difference
was not seen with diclofenac, which is odd. A possible reason is that for some reason the
carbamazepin did not dissolve completely in the liquid or it had a cross reaction with another
substance in the liquid.
It is surprising that urea and many of the other nutrients were unaffected by the ozone treatment.
Ozone should be able to oxidize urea and perhaps turn it into a form that Spirulina would not be able
to metabolize. The oxidation of urea by ozone has a low rate constant (Hoigné & Bader, 1983), but as
urea is abundant in urine and the treatment spanned several days, a reduction in urea concentration
was expected. The experiments indicated that urea was unaffected by ozone treatment, which was
confirmed in the parallel cultivations were Spirulina grew at the same rate and to the same final
biomass concentration on both treated urine and urea of the same concentrations.
Yield of biomass per nitrogen in grams (YX/N) is generally somewhere between 2.4 to 16 for Spirulina
(Danesi, Rangel-Yagui, de Carvalho, & Sato, 2002; Sánchez-Luna et al., 2004; Sydney et al., 2010). The
results for urine, treated urine and urea fall within this range, but not the cultivation on nitrate.
However, the data from run 1B (also run on nitrate as main nitrogen source) falls in the range found
in literature, but is still lower than the cultivations run with urea or urine. The higher µ and YX/N of
urea compared to nitrate found in the experiment is also found in literature (Danesi et al., 2002) and
is attributed to the fact that energy is consumed in the reduction of nitrate to ammonia after uptake,
whereas urea spontaneously can undergo hydrolysis to ammonia (Hattori & Myers, 1966; Sassano et
al., 2004). However, it is noteworthy that the difference is so large between the other nitrogen
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sources. Comparison with the negative control without any nitrogen source proves that nitrogen was
indeed available in the nitrate fed culture, and error in the experimental set-up should not be the
reason for the low growth. Unfortunately there was not enough time or resources to redo the
experiment, as one failed try where all cultures lysed had used up whatever was left of the resources.
Cultivations with urine as the nitrogen source showed higher growth rates and higher yields
compared to that on nitrate. However, the results were far from µmax, which was expected, as the
nitrogen concentration was set much lower than in any other experiments. This was done in order to
avoid ammonia toxicity and to ensure that nitrogen was the limiting nutrient. The observed higher µ
of the urine and urea based cultivations compared to nitrate indicates a lower saturation constant (KS)
value of urea compared to nitrate. Experiments on higher concentrations would be needed to
determine µmax. A cultivation in larger scale should have been done in order to validate the results,
but there was no resources to do this during this project.
There was no significant difference in any parameter between cultivations on urea, urine or
pharmaceutically spiked urine that had undergone purification. That urea and urine provided nearly
identical responses can be attributed to urea constituting the majority of the nitrogen source in urine.
As no difference was detected between ozone treated urine and untreated urine it is concluded that
the ozone treatment was nondestructive to the nitrogen containing compounds. It also indicates that
the oxidation products of the pharmaceuticals did not affect growth.
It is regrettable that no cultivation was done where urine was used as a substitute for both nitrogen
and phosphorous. But it is very probable that such a cultivation would be successful as phosphorous
is generally found as phosphate in living systems (bound to other elements in ATP or DNA for
example).
It would have been interesting to test for pharmaceuticals in Spirulina grown on the treated urine,
but that was not possible due to the amount of biomass that would have been needed. A larger
cultivation with a feeding protocol could have been employed, but there was not time nor resources
to do that in this thesis.
A cultivation in larger scale over a longer time is warranted to assess the long term effects of the
pharmaceutical oxidation products as well as the heavy metals found in the urine as microalgae tend
to
accumulate
the
latter
(Richmond
&
Hu,
2013,
p.
606).

5.4 Concluding remarks
While the productivity of the flatplate reactors was lower than expected, it might still have potential
to provide fresh Spirulina to a household. The recommended supplement of Spirulina is 5 g DW per
day and person (Baum, 2013). The maximum reliable productivity observed in the experiment
generates about 2 g DW per day in total, so there is a need for improvement. However, with further
optimization and possibly with a more productive (and less flocculent) strain, the intended
productivity might be achieved. Furthermore, no experiments were conducted in the summer where
the highest productivity would be expected (if better utilization of natural illumination was achieved).
Regarding chemical and microbiological safety this kind of system should be adequately safe. It is
however crucial that the source of the lead contamination is found and eliminated, the high content
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of lead that was present in the analyzed biomass makes it unsafe to consume and illegal to sell. This
problem should be possible to solve if the source is identified. It is probable that a switch to other
reagents in the cultivation medium would solve the problem. Bacterial contamination seemed not to
be a problem, but there is still a risk that disease causing bacteria would grow in the cultivation if
there was enough organic material (e.g. from lysed Spirulina). The same assessment is made
regarding contaminating toxin producing microalgae. If a cell from an unwanted species is introduced
to the culture, it might very well grow. Therefore it is recommended that frequent checks are
conducted to ensure no harmful species is growing in the reactor. It would also be recommended to
restart the cultivation if in any doubt of the species. The medium pH could be increased by
substituting a fraction of the bicarbonate by carbonate to achieve a pH above 10, as this should
reduce the contamination risk.
Urine proved to be a good substitute for nitrogen in the media and is a potential substitute for all
media components except the bicarbonate. The ozone treatment proved to be non destructive to
the nutrients and did not affect growth.
5.5 Future work recommendations
General cultivation
Optimization of the reactor needs to be done in order to achieve better mixing and easier sampling
and handling. The flocculation tendency and the low productivity might be improved by evaluating
different Spirulina strains.
Different harvesting regimes should be investigated. Cultivation at lower cell densities could
possibly minimize the self shading of the culture.
Safety and quality
The source of the lead contamination needs to be found. Screening of the medium and all reactor
components should be conducted. A protocol for screening of microbial contamination should be
developed.
Urine as nutrient source
More experiments replacing a majority of the nutrients with urine should be conducted. Preferably a
cultivation could be coupled to a real purification system, run for a long time and screened for effects
of long term exposure, such as accumulation of pharmaceutical metabolites or other potentially
harmful substances.
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8. Appendix
Schematic of the 35 L flatplate reactors

